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22 The “Memory of War”: Tribes and the Legitimate
Use of Force in Iraq
Montgomery McFate

“Between tribes there can only be war, and through war, the memory of war, and the potentiality
of war the relations between tribes are defined and expressed.”
—E. E. Evans-Pritchard1

INTRODUCTION
In the Western philosophical and jurisprudential tradition, the use of force is considered
legitimate when sanctioned by law. Law is generally considered to be the prerogative of
the state, or the system of states known as the international community.2
But what if states are not the only source of law or the only source of legitimate
violence? As legal anthropologist Leopold Pospisil has noted, “Any human society does
not possess a single consistent legal system, but as many such systems as there are functioning subgroups.”3 Customary law within subgroups has the same basic characteristics
of state law: authority of decision, obligatio, universal application, and sanction.4 Like
state law, customary law expresses social norms and constrains behavior.
In Iraq, tribes can be considered as subgroups of the larger society, possessing their
own forms of coercion, law, and authority. Iraqi tribal customary norms for warfighting
and conceptions regarding legitimate use of force derive neither from Iraqi civil law nor
from sharia. Rather, they derive from the cultures of Iraq’s tribes.5 By understanding
customary law and practice for the deployment of coercive force among tribes in Iraq,
coalition forces can avoid unnecessary civilian and military casualties, more effectively
defeat the insurgency and promote reconciliation and engagement within Iraqi civil
society.
Montgomery McFate is a cultural anthropologist who works on defense and national security issues. Dr. McFate is
currently the senior social science adviser for the U.S. Army’s Human Terrain System. Previously, she worked at the
U.S. Navy’s Office of Naval Research (ONR), where she was awarded a Distinguished Public Service Award by the
secretary of the Navy. Before coming to ONR, Dr. McFate was a social scientist in RAND’s Intelligence Policy
Center. Dr. McFate received a BA from University of California at Berkeley, a PhD in cultural anthropology from
Yale University, and a JD from Harvard Law School. She has published in the Journal of Conflict Studies, Military
Review, and Joint Forces Quarterly, and has held grants from the National Science Foundation, Mellon Foundation,
and Smith-Richardson Foundation, among others.
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WHAT ARE TRIBES?
Anthropologists have been arguing bitterly among themselves for many years whether or
not tribes exist, and if so, what their relationship is to the state.6 In 1897, Herbert
Spencer posited a theory of social evolution, in which societies evolve from simplicity to
complexity, from bands into larger polities.7 Spencer’s theory survives as the commonly
held assumption among non-anthropologists that tribes evolve into states.8 Having rejected the tribe as an evolutionary stage, however, many academic anthropologists treat
tribes as a product of contact with more complex societies. The “contact” theory holds
that political development of tribal societies in Africa, highland New Guinea, and
Amazonia was driven by the need for states to create clear political boundaries in place of
the multilayered anarchy of the “tribal zone.”9 Among some academic anthropologists,
European expansion is sometimes viewed as the sole driver of tribalization, leaving many
anthropology students with the preposterous idea “that Europe created the tribes.”10
Another anthropological school of thought views state and tribe as “two opposed
modes of thought or models of organization that form a single system.”11 In the words
of Richard Tapper,
As a basis for identity, political allegiance, and behavior, tribe gives primacy to ties of kinship and patrilineal descent, whereas state insists on the loyalty of all persons to a central
authority, whatever their relation to each other. Tribe stresses personal, moral, and
ascriptive factors in status; state is impersonal and recognizes contract, transaction, and
achievement. The tribal mode is socially homogenous, egalitarian, and segmentary; the
state is heterogeneous, stratified, and hierarchical. Tribe is within the individual; state is
external.12

In Tapper’s view, tribes and states exist in a perpetual “dialectical symbiosis: they
mingle and sustain each other; each part changes owing to the other’s influence; and
sometimes they seek to destroy each other.”13 States have played a role in creating, transforming, and destroying tribal institutions and structures: governments have attempted
to eradicate tribes or have created tribes for political and administrative reasons. Tribes
have also played a role in state formation: tribes have usurped power within states; have
developed into ministates; have acted as guardians of the state’s frontiers against external
marauders, or as buffers against powerful neighbors; and have founded and destroyed
dynasties. In all of these cases, tribes exist in structural opposition to states, perpetually
remaining outside of the state’s control and threatening its order.14
But what exactly is a tribe? Tribes show so much variation that it is sometimes difficult to recognize what they have in common. The kinship rules, organizational structures, and types of political authority of tribes are highly variable.15 For example, the
egalitarian, acephalous tribes of the Arabian Peninsula are vastly different in their political authority systems from the hierarchical chiefdoms of the central Asian steppes.16
Tribes, which exist in relationship to the social and natural environments, are not
self-contained, and their organizational structures and social patterns are influenced by
external factors such as local ecological factors and mode of production (pastoral,
semipastoral, sedentary).17 Similarly, the ethno-religious composition of tribes is highly
variable: while some tribes may have members of diverse religious or ethnic backgrounds
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(the Qashqa’i tribe of Iran, for example, has members of Turkish, Persian, Arab, and
Luri origins), other tribes are composed of a single ethno-religious group.18
Given this variability in the form and structure, it is nevertheless possible to make
some broad observations about tribes. Anthropologists generally define a tribe as “an autonomous, genealogically structured group in which the rights of individuals are largely
determined by their membership in corporate descent groups, such as lineages.”19 Tribal
groups are basically large networks, with a tendency to both aggregate and splinter extensively. This tendency is rooted in a kinship system where patriarchal lineage is grouped
agnatically.20 According to “pure” kinship theory, each kin group traces its descent back
to a single patriarch, and a division of the lineage occurs among each set of brothers. Fathers transmit property and feuding to sons (agnates), causing such groups to be segmented.21 Because a segmentary kinship system creates no hierarchy among brothers, the
inheritance of property and sheikhdoms can result in competition among brothers and
their families. The conflict among agnatic kin is expressed in the Afghan adage, “Do
you have an enemy? I have a cousin.”22 While segmentation promotes competition
among different factions, it may also create a balance of power within a society.23 (And,
of course, something entirely different may happen in reality as a result of local political, social, and economic factors.)
Every tribal system has many different levels of organization. In Iraq, the tribal system may have up to 14 levels of organization. In Iraq, generally, the smallest tribal unit is
the kham (extended family), which may be aggregated into a bayt (house). Several
houses make up a fukhth (clan), and a number of clans makes the ‘asheera (tribe), and a
group of tribes constitutes a tribal confederation (qabeela).24 The number of groups at
each level of aggregation can vary greatly from country to country: in Yemen, for example, there are two major tribal confederations, each composed of dozens of tribes,25
while in Iraq there are approximately 23 tribal confederations26 and an unknown number
of tribes.
Tribal genealogy is not based on actual lines of descent but on fictive kinship ties. As
Claude Lévi-Strauss has noted, “A kinship system does not exist in the objective ties of
descent or consanguinity between individuals: It exists only in human consciousness. . . .”27
Fictive kinship is a type of social relationship between people who are not related by
blood, involving emotional ties and social obligations similar to those between blood
relatives.28 Biological descent is often less important in a tribal society than genealogical descent, which can be invented or attributed as necessity demands. Thus, if a tribal
unit (such as a clan) switches political allegiance, kinship ties will be manipulated to justify the basis for the new tribal association.29 For example, according to a 1953 study of
Iraqi Marsh Arabs “many lineages and even clans” belonging to the village’s Beni Isad
tribe “are known to be foreigners” and there “has been considerable adoption of lineages
and segments of lineages.”30
Tribes, however, are not just descent groups, but political actors. Evans-Pritchard, in
1940, described tribes as political groups with a genealogical structure that occupy discrete
territories.31 More recently, Dale Eickelman has characterized tribes as groups that have a
shared concept of political identity derived from claimed patrilineal descent.32
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Tribes seek power and resources, and within tribes, sheikhs seek power and resources. Generally, a sheikh is a senior male member of a tribal lineage group, with the capacity to exert informal authority over members of that group. A sheikh’s authority is not
necessarily based on birth but on his ability to satisfy the political, economic, and security
interests of his tribal members. Sheikhs provide patronage, in the form of political favors, jobs, or money, to tribal members in exchange for loyalty. Tribal members expect to
be rewarded by their sheikh with increased status and material gains, typically acquired
through the sheikh’s access to the central government. If he fails to provide material benefits, tribal members may support a rival within the tribe, or switch allegiance to another
tribe.33 Thus, a sheikh’s authority is constantly reevaluated by tribal members and may be
contested by others seeking to usurp his place. As one Iraqi sheikh noted, “A sheik has no
power without contracts. If I do not provide for my people, they will not cooperate with
me.”34
Sheikhs do not wield absolute power but lead by consensus. Sheikhs can influence,
but not control, their tribes.35 According to Dawn Chatty, the sheikh “generally has no
power to enforce a decision and has therefore to rely on his moral authority as well as
the concurrence of the community with his point of view. Although ultimate authority
rests with the sheikh, it is based almost totally on his meticulous evaluation of tribal
sentiment.”36
The sheikh acts as a judge, maintains law and order in the tribe, represents the tribe
before government authorities, and mediates disputes within and between clans. In Iraq,
the sheikh’s ability to enforce law in the tribe seems to depend on the authority of the
particular sheikh and varies greatly between urban and rural areas. Former British Coalition Provisional Authority (CPA) official Rory Stewart noted, “Almost every crime in the
villages [in southern Iraq] was tried and settled by the sheikhs.”37 By contrast, the American former deputy director of the CPA Office of Provincial Outreach, Lieutenant Colonel Alan King, stated, “The Iraqi people spoke often of tribal law, but I only witnessed its
application in the most remote and rural areas of the country.”38
TRIBE AND STATE IN IRAQ
In the Middle East, the relationship between tribes and states has been characterized by
mutual antagonism, pragmatic cooperation, and occasional warfare.39
During the early Islamic era, tribal kinship threatened the state’s consolidation of
political power.40 Traditionally, nomads had been the center of power in the Arabian
Peninsula: the outcome of the conflict between Mecca and Medina, for example,
depended on the mobilization of nomadic allies.41 To break the power of the tribes,
family allegiances were to be supplanted by the religious unity of the umma (community
of believers). The Covenant of Medina stipulated that the Muslims “constitute one
Umma” and that “all believers shall rise as one man against whomsoever rebels or seeks to
commit injustice, aggression, wrong action or spread mutual enmity between the
believers, even though he be one of their sons.” 42 Expressing the view that asabiyyah
(tribal solidarity; the ‘asaba are male patrilineal relations) was contrary to the spirit of Islam, the Prophet said, “Whosoever possesses in his heart ‘asabiyyah even to the extent of
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a mustard seed, God will raise him on the Day of Resurrection with the [pagan] Beduins
of the Jahiliyyah [the pre-Islamic era].”43
Although control over the tribes was maintained while Muhammad was alive, many
tribal sheikhs refused to swear allegiance to his successor, Abu Bakr. During the Wars of
Apostasy (Ridda Wars), tribes rose up across the desert, and 11 brigades of the Islamic army were dispersed to quell them. Following the reconquest of most of Arabia, the ruling elite co-opted the nomads by recruiting them into the Islamic armies and
settling them in garrison towns away from their tribal territories. By rewarding the tribesmen with land in conquered territories, the Islamic state locked itself into a policy of expansion: to appease the tribes, the state was forced to acquire new lands, eventually
leading to the conquest of Syria and central Iraq.44
Following the collapse of the Abbasid empire in the thirteenth century, Iraq’s tribes
had limited allegiance to the central government.45 In 1702 the Ottomans initiated a
policy of indirect rule, delegating authority to the mamluks, who were highly educated
slaves who had been trained to rule.46 Although the mamluks paid tribute to the Ottoman
sultan, they retained considerable de facto autonomy,47 and were responsible for raising
the local armies with which they maintained the Ottoman borders.48 Mamluk power,
however, did not extend into the countryside, which was inhabited by self-sufficient
tribes who frequently attacked settled areas. The mamluk governor of Baghdad, Hassan
Pasha Al Jadid (1704–1723), for example, was engaged in continuous subjugation of rebellious tribes for the tenure of his rule.49
In 1808, the Ottomans began to reassert their control over the mamluk governors
and consolidate power in the hands of the sultan in Istanbul as part of the nizam i-cedid
(the new order). 50 Nomadic tribes were encouraged to adopt agriculture in order to
increase tax revenue.51 Sheikhs were granted title deeds to land, increasing their loyalty
and transforming tribesmen into tenant farmers.52 The Ottoman governors also began
to divide and conquer, rewarding obedient sheikhs with land and punishing uncooperative sheikhs by confiscating their land and distributing it to rival tribes. Conflict over land
rights created competition among sheikhs, weakened ties between sheikhs and tribesmen, and made the sheikhs dependent on the Ottoman state to enforce their rights and
maintain order.53
Although the power of the tribes was subsequently weakened during the nineteenth
century through the tanzimat reforms of 1832 (an administrative and legal reorganization
of the Ottoman Empire),54 the emergence of private property, development of capitalist
markets, and urbanization of the country, tribal membership remained an important
component of political mobilization and identity.
After World War I and the collapse of the Ottoman Empire, Iraq was established
under a mandate entrusted to Britain. The British quickly discovered that ruling the new
state of Iraq would not be an easy task: urban Iraqi nationalists rejected the mandate as
unadulterated colonialism and Sunni and Shia tribal confederations soon joined the
insurrection. For a time, the Great Iraqi Revolution of 1920 united Iraqis in a
common effort against a mutual enemy. 55 The British restored order only with the assistance of Royal Air Force bombers and the use of chemical weapons.56
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Like the Ottomans before them, the British discovered that the divide-and-conquer
strategy was the most expedient means of governing a society dominated by tribes. At
the Cairo Conference of 1921, Faisal was installed as Iraq’s first king. The sheikhs opposed a strong central government and they possessed enough firepower to pose a credible threat: King Faisal wrote that “The tribes have more power than the government,
they own more than 100,000 rifles, while we own only 15,000.”57 The British goal was to
“keep the monarchy stronger than any one tribe but weaker than a coalition of tribes,”
thereby giving British administrators decisive authority in arbitrating disputes between
the monarchy and the tribes.58
Following the Baathist consolidation of power in 1968, tribes were viewed as a major
obstacle to political reform and economic modernization. Agrarian reforms were introduced, estates owned by tribal sheikhs were confiscated, and peasant associations were
formed to undermine the sheikhs’ position as intermediaries between the government
and their tribesmen.59 At the same time, however, Hussein consolidated his power within
the Baath Party by placing his tribal relations in key state institutions, such as the Defense
Ministry and the National Security Bureau.60 The patronage system was used to guarantee the elite’s loyalty to the regime.61
The Baath attempt to restructure Iraqi society along secular national lines was short
lived. Weakened by the Iran-Iraq conflict and the Gulf War, buried by a $50 billion debt,
and deprived of oil revenues by the sanctions, the central government began to lose
control over provincial areas. In 1991, Hussein began integrating the tribes into the state
in order to consolidate the ruling elite’s power.62
The Baathist retribalization of Iraqi society was in many ways a perversion of the
original system. As Faleh Jabar has pointed out, although Saddam reconstructed many
real tribes, he also invented new ones. Unlike traditional tribes that were ethnically heterogeneous and organized around agnatic descent, the new tribes were divided along religious and ethnic lines.63 Both new and old tribes were organized to operate as extensions
of the state organs. Lesser tribes were made responsible for local tasks, such as maintaining law and order and collecting taxes.64 Major Sunni tribes, supplied with arms by the
government, became responsible for certain aspects of national security. The policy of
arming certain tribes upset the traditional balance of power within the tribal system,
leading to increased frequency and lethality of intertribal warfare.65
The overthrow of Saddam Hussein’s regime in April 2003 created a power vacuum
that was quickly filled by resurgent tribes, accustomed to political and legal autonomy. As
a young tribal leader observed, “We follow the central government. . . . But of course if
communications are cut between us and the center, all authority will revert to our sheik.”66
Because coalition forces are unable to provide security to Iraqi civilians in most areas of
Iraq, tribes have filled the void.67 Similarly, tribes are also guaranteeing the economic
well-being of their members. According to Faleh Jabar, “The only way to get a job for
many Iraqis today is by returning to the tribe. . . .”68 Residents of Baghdad have increasingly begun identifying with their tribal groups, sometimes choosing the places they shop
and eat by the owners’ tribal affiliations.69
The fall of Saddam Hussein and the Baath regime further tribalized Iraq. Yet the
CPA showed an unwillingness to engage with the tribes. According to a former
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intelligence officer whose plan to leverage traditional authority systems in Iraq was rejected by the CPA, “The standard answer we got from Bremer’s people was that tribes are
a vestige of the past, that they have no place in the new democratic Iraq.”70
In Iraq, various central governments have created, weakened, or destroyed tribes according to their political goals, yet tribal identity and membership remain an important
element of social organization to this day. The role and power of the tribes, however,
should not be overemphasized;71 tribes should be seen as an element within the larger social structure. Indeed, as noted above, Saddam Hussein irrevocably altered the tribal
landscape, modernization detribalized much of the country, and tribal identity now competes with other forms of identity (such as ethno-religious and political). As Rory Stewart, former CPA deputy governor of Maysan province, has observed, “Most urban Iraqis
perceived the sheikhs as illiterate, embarrassing, criminal, powerless anachronisms who
should be given no official recognition. . . . They were [however] still the most powerful
men in the rural areas, where about half the population remained; they owned much of
the land, and agriculture was the only half-functioning element of the shattered economy. Almost every crime in the villages was tried and settled by the sheikhs. . . .”72 Although the Sunni Arab insurgents in Iraq represent different political and religious
ideologies—nationalists, Islamo-nationalists, and jihadists—all are influenced to some
degree by the tribal ethos, which remains a core component of contemporary Arab political and military culture.
BLOOD FEUD
Governing a tribal territory presents a unique challenge to any state. In a letter to his parents during the Arab revolt, T. E. Lawrence wrote, “in their smallness of number (which
is imposed by their poverty of country) lies a good deal of their strength, for they are perhaps the most elusive enemy an army ever had, and inhabit one of the most trying countries in the world for civilized warfare.”73 In his diary, Lawrence concluded, “their real
sphere is guerilla warfare.”74
Yet tribal use of force follows predictable patterns that, if understood, offer
opportunities to states engaged in conflict with tribes. One such norm is the blood feud.
Although the segmentary nature of tribes tends to produce internal schisms, tribes
tend to unify against a common enemy in response to external threats. A bedouin proverb expresses this principle: “Me and my brother against my cousin, and me and my
cousin against the stranger.” The lowest level of tribal organization at which individuals
are bound by blood and marriage is usually the highest level at which sustained collective
action occurs.75 Because the internal balance of power within a segmentary system is inherently unstable, power can quickly crystallize around a strong sheikh, especially in response to external factors such as conflict with states and other tribes.76 Thus, clans of
the same tribe may spend years fighting one another, and then suddenly unite against an
outside aggression, only to return again to internecine warfare.
This pattern has been borne out in recent events in Iraq, where tribal militias have
been rapidly mobilized to confront a common enemy. As William McCallister points out,
in response to the U.S. presence in Falluja a mujahideen shura (council of holy warriors)
representing resistance forces, local dignitaries, and tribal sheikhs was formed to guide
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the insurrection. “The segmentary nature of tribes facilitated the activation of widely
dispersed military networks and unified clans and tribes in a shared religious belief that
the Americans are invaders and that every Muslim’s duty was to fight the unbelievers.”77
The most common form of tribal collective action is the blood feud. When an outsider kills a tribal member, tribesmen are obligated to seek revenge in proportion to their
closeness to the victim.78 Such a structure of reciprocal violence may result in a cyclical
escalation of violence,79 especially when the reprisal is seen as disproportionate to the
original crime. On the other hand, because a kin group will avenge the death of any member, each group has the incentive to restrain its members.80 Such a system acts as a strong
deterrent to violence, particularly if a sheikh appears to be prepared to avenge harm to
the tribe. Thus, the appearance of posing a credible threat is just as important as vengeance itself.
Blood feuds can take place within, between, and external to tribes. When government forces kill a tribal member, those soldiers may become the target of a blood feud.
An Ottoman deputy observed in 1910, “the tribe, no matter how feeble it may be, as soon
as it learns that an injustice has been committed against one of its members readies itself
to exact vengeance on his behalf.”81 Coalition forces refer to this as “bloodline” attacks. According to an Army captain in Samarra, “It’s the Arabic rule of five. If you do
something to someone, then five of his bloodlines will try to attack you.”82
Bloodline attacks do not just threaten the coalition but any group that harms a
tribal member, including Al Qaeda. In September 2005, a local sheikh from Samarra
named Hekmat Mumtaz al-Baz asked Iraq’s defense minister for assistance in ridding
his lands of Al Qaeda operatives. A few weeks later, Al Qaeda gunmen murdered
Sheikh Al-Baz in his yard. Subsequently, the sheikh’s kinsmen captured the three Al
Qaeda members and tried them in a local farmhouse. During the sheikh’s funeral, a foreign Arab blew himself up with a suicide belt, killing one guest and wounding two.
As a warning to others involved with the sheikh’s death, the tribe used machine guns
to execute the three men who carried out the assassination.83 More recently, as Dave
Kilcullen has observed, tribes across Iraq turned against Al Qaeda in objection to the
practice of cementing political alliances through marriage of key operatives to local
women from prominent tribal families.84
RAIDING
Raiding, one of the most common types of violence among tribal people, is characterized by surprise, shock, and rapid withdrawal after a comparatively brief period of action. Raiding is primarily a symbolic form of warfare, the purpose of which is to acquire
booty and honor and impose shame on the enemy.85 Neither annihilation nor capitulation is the goal of a raid,86 and, in most societies, raiding is governed by rules limiting
stock theft and prohibiting wanton killing.87 Although the raid lacks a political or territorial object, it can often have a political or territorial outcome.88
State military forces can use the warfighting methods of their adversaries, such as
raids, to counter tribal insurgency. Unfortunately, U.S. forces did not adopt this approach
in Falluja. When the 1st Marine Expeditionary Force replaced the U.S. Army’s 82nd Airborne Division in 2003, they initially conducted targeted reprisals with minimum use of
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force. After Marines killed four Falluja residents in a gunfight, four Blackwater contractors were mutilated and burned by a mob. From the perspective of many Iraqis accustomed to tribal raids and reprisals, the killing of the contractors was a form of vengeance
that satisfied the cultural demands for honor. During the assault, for example, a mujahid
shouted, “I avenged my brother who was killed by the Americans!”89 U.S. officials, however, made no attempt to see the killings from the perspective of the adversary. Rather,
they saw the assault as an evil, primitive form of violence, without cause or logic. Bremer,
for example, called the killers in Falluja “human jackals” and the battle for the town part
of a “struggle between human dignity and barbarism.”90
After the murder of the Blackwater contractors, 2nd Battalion, 1st Marines was initially considering a series of raids in Falluja to capture or kill the men who had slain the
contractors.91 This probably would have been effective, since the Marines had established a certain level of trust and cooperation with the citizens of the town. General
Conway, however, was instructed by General Ricardo Sanchez (apparently acting on
instructions from the White House) to prepare for a direct assault on Falluja.92 This decision unchained the dogs of war: Major General James N. Mattis, commander of the 1st
Marine Division, commented to a reporter, “You know my rules for a gunfight? Bring a
gun, bring two guns, bring all your friends with guns.”93
The decision to launch an assault followed by a siege, rather than to conduct a limited
raid, was perhaps an error. After retreating, the Marines left Falluja in the hands of a local
force called the Falluja Brigade. Many of those who enlisted were actually insurgents.
While the city was under the brigade’s control, it became a magnet for insurgents, a base
for suicide bombers, and a headquarters for Abu Musab Zarqawi. The assault on Falluja
also unexpectedly boosted the reputation of Muqtada Sadr, who sent supplies to the
town during the siege and then used the events to help spark an uprising in An Najaf.
General Abizaid said regarding Falluja, “I know major military action could implode
the political situation,” and indeed, it did. 94
COLLECTIVE SELF-DEFENSE
After the Hussein regime was overthrown, tribal sheikhs lined up at the presidential
palace for an audience with Ambassador Bremer, the new sheikh of sheikhs. The sheikhs
were prepared to swear allegiance to the ambassador in return for light arms and ammunition, communications equipment, vehicles, and logistics support in order to ensure
security and stability in their tribal areas.95 Although accepting the sheikhs’ allegiance
may have alleviated much of the chaos in rural areas, by his own admission, Bremer knew
little about how things worked in Iraq: “I was a businessman until more or less 10 days
before I got here.”96 Ambassador Bremer and his staff apparently did not understand the
principle of tribal self-defense, and thereby missed an early opportunity to improve the
security situation for Iraqi civilians.
Historically, tribes guaranteed the security of members in the absence of a strong
central government. Scorning those who rely on the government to guarantee their
rights, an old Iraqi proverb advises “take your rights by the sword—only the weak need
witnesses.” Alliances were formed among tribal pastoralists on the basis that “anyone
who commits an act of aggression against any one of us must expect retaliation from us
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all, and not only will the aggressor himself be likely to suffer retaliation, but his entire
group and all its members will be equally liable.”97 Reliant on themselves for protection
from outside threats, tribes acquired knowledge of warfare and weapons.98 As Faleh
Jabar describes Iraq’s history,
Each strong tribe was a miniature mobile state, with its patriarchal headship usually head[ed]
by a warrior household; its own military force; its customary law, which was
preserved by the ‘arfa (literally, ‘the knowledgeable’, actually tribal jurists or adjudicators);
its non-literate culture; its territoriality in the form of dira (tribal pastures) or, later, arable
lands; and its mode of subsistence economy, i.e. pastoralism, commerce, and conquest.99

In Iraq, cooperative self-defense among tribal groups still persists and can be effectively employed by the government when its interests coincide with those of the tribe.
Under Saddam Hussein and his predecessor, President Ahmad Hasan al-Bakr (1968–
1979), Sunni, Shiite, and even some Kurdish sheikhs were given weapons, lands, and
money for monitoring the borders with Iran and preventing their own tribesmen from
joining anti-Baath insurgents. More recently, the 82nd Airborne employed 2,200 Iraqi
border police to patrol the western borders. Following the suggestion of one sheikh, the
border security force was primarily composed of tribal bedouin, “who are able to navigate the desert at night and spend long stretches there.”100 The coalition might have been
able to use this trial self-defense function to control the overall security situation in Iraq.
According to Sheikh Mudher Al-Kharbit of the Dulaimi tribe, who have traditionally
been responsible for security in the Al-Anbar province, “if I advised my people to settle
down, the foreign fighters would have nowhere to go. I’m not responsible for the
violence—but I can stop it if the Americans agree to our terms. . . .”101
RESTORATION OF HONOR
Collective honor, based on a system of patrilineal clans, is a common element in traditional communities throughout the Middle East.102 In these societies, the family is the
central unit of social organization, followed by the lineage or clan. Because honor always
derives from the group, an individual’s conduct also reflects back on the group and its
honor.103 If an individual acts shamefully, the whole tribe is shamed. In Middle Eastern
tribal societies, for example, women must demonstrate hashama (modesty) because any
threat to established bonds of sexuality is a threat to the loyalties of this hierarchical society.104
Honor and shame are like commodities in a cultural system that can be exchanged
between people and groups. As Halvor Moxnes points out, “Traditional societies have
clear rules for this kind of exchange. A proper challenge can take place only among
people who are equal or almost equal in honor. A challenge always implies recognition of
the honor of the other person; thus challenge and riposte are played like a game with a set
of rules. Exchanges frequently lead to competition. The winner of such a competitive
exchange has defended his honor, while the loser experiences shame and his standing in
the community is damaged.”105
In Iraq, there are many varieties of honor: avenging the blood of a relative (al-tha’r),
demonstrating one’s manly courage in battle (al-muruwwah), upholding one’s manly honor
(al-sharaf )106—hence the Arab saying “It is better to die with honor than live with humiliation.”107 Coalition activities in Iraq have stripped ordinary Iraqis of their honor. According
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to one elderly Iraqi, “In Saddam’s time, when he repressed us, he put a gun to our head
and fired a bullet. Now, [U.S. soldiers] put us on the ground and step on our head. . . .
Would you accept that? It’s more dignified to put a bullet in my head.”108
When honor is lost, it must be regained. The most expedient means to restore lost
honor is through violence, and this is exactly what the Sunni insurgents have been doing.
For example, in Ramadi a U.S. soldier who frequently urinated from the top of his
Bradley offended the citizens’ honor so deeply that local insurgents twice tried to destroy the vehicle, first with a rocket-propelled grenade and then with a Russian C5K
missile. After their attacks failed, they requested the services of an insurgent sniper for
hire, who described the assassination as follows: “[T]the Bradley stopped and the soldier stood on it ready to relieve himself. He was relaxed. He put his hand on his trousers. I took aim and fired one shot and saw him drop dead.”109 As one insurgent in
Falluja observed, “America has invaded us and insulted us and so it is legitimate for us to
fight. It is our honour and our duty and we know that it will be a long fight.”110
In addition to acts of violence, honor can be restored through peaceful means such
as sulh (settlement) and musalaha (reconciliation).111 As Amatzia Baram has noted, endless
blood feuds are the exception rather than the rule in contemporary Middle Eastern societies. “The whole mechanism of arbitration, blood money, and honor money . . . was introduced in order to circumvent endless feuds (usually not between whole tribes but,
rather, between kin-based groups of five generations, or khams).”112 The exercise of persuasion, mediation, reconciliation, and negotiation is more important to contemporary
dispute resolution than the use of force. According to Islamic legal scholars, “the purpose of sulh is to end conflict and hostility among believers so that they may conduct
their relationships in peace and amity. . . . In Islamic law, sulh is a form of contract (‘aqd ),
legally binding on both the individual and community levels.” 113 Although sulh is
restricted to believers, the payment of blood money by non-Muslims as compensation
for injury or death can lessen resentment and avert violence. In Falluja, for example,
coalition commanders were using discretionary funds to pay blood money to families
that suffered losses, which seems to have been effective in reducing attacks on coalition
forces.114 Although compensation payments are now officially restricted to cases of
clear-cut negligence or wrongdoing by soldiers, 115 informal payments are still being
offered as an expression of sympathy and condolence. 116
The algebra of honor in Iraq is very complex, and often does not work as external
Western observers might expect. On 11 April 2003, for example, U.S. forces dropped six
joint direct attack munitions (JDAM) guided bombs on a villa outside Ramadi in an attempt to kill one of Saddam Hussein’s half brothers. Instead, the bombs killed Malik
al-Kharbit and 21 members of his family, all of them members of the powerful Dulaimi
tribe. One so-called expert on tribal culture warned shortly after the event, “If the family
doesn’t take revenge against the U.S., it will lose face. The tribe is going to pick up a very
high-ranking American as revenge for Malik’s death.”117 Despite the lack of restitution
for the death the Dulaimi tribal members,118 the tribe did not seek revenge.119 Policy
makers in Washington never asked why, but there is a reason. According to a senior member of the tribe, one of Saddam’s personal bodyguards was hiding in the house: “He
came for shelter and, according to Arab tradition, we could not refuse.” In the view of
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the Dulaimi tribe, honor was preserved because they sacrificed themselves to save a
guest: “History will remember that the Al-Kharbits [a Dulaimi subclan] sacrificed 22
family members for the sake of a guest. It’s the tribal way.”120
CONCLUSION
Neither modern sociopolitical ideologies nor the rise of the state has eliminated the kinship group or tribal ethos as a social organizing principle. Despite the weakening of the
tribal system during the twentieth century through urbanization and the development of
a market economy, individuals throughout the Arab world retain their tribal names, kinship networks, value systems, residency patterns, and solidarity commitments.121 Phebe
Marr notes in The Modern History of Iraq that the particular legacies of tribalism in Iraq
are personal honor, factionalism, and an intense individualism that resists central
authority.122
These cultural patterns influence how the Sunni insurgency is being conducted in
Iraq today. Given these cultural patterns, what is the appropriate government response?
A number of defense intellectuals have recently argued that the coalition’s response has
been too “soft.” For example, Edward Luttwak recently faulted the U.S. military for its
“principled and inevitable refusal to out-terrorize the insurgents,” which he describes as
“the necessary and sufficient condition of a tranquil occupation.”123 Similarly, Ralph
Peters recently wrote in Armchair General that “killing has been the only effective tool
against insurgencies—especially those rooted in religious or ethnic passion.”124
On the contrary, as this paper has argued, traditional U.S. and British COIN doctrine
that stresses limited use of force, minimization of collateral damage, and cultural understanding is very well suited to the social complexities of conflict in Iraq. Collateral damage in an environment where vendetta and blood feud are common social practices is
likely to have negative consequences—in particular, the creation of an endlessly regenerating supply of motivated adversaries. Those who argue that the U.S. military ought to
increase the level of lethal violence are advocating a counterproductive approach given
the sociocultural environment of Iraq. Only by understanding how tribes are mobilized
for war against the state, and by understanding the unwritten (but highly formalized)
norms by which they fight, U.S. forces can adapt their own warfighting to that of their adversary. As Sun Tzu observed, “success in warfare is gained by carefully accommodating
ourselves to the enemy’s purpose.”125
NOTES
Early drafts of this paper were written in 2004, before the author had been to Iraq. Thus, this paper does not
cover the Sunni reconciliation movement known as the Anbar Awakening in any detail. Portions of this paper
were presented earlier by Isaiah Wilson in “Tribes, the State, and (Postmodern) War: Bringing Containment
Back In” at the annual meeting of the American Political Science Association, 31 August 2006. Unfortunately,
I was not given credit for coauthorship.
1. E. E. Evans-Pritchard, The Nuer: A Description of the Modes of Livelihood and Political Institutions of a Nilotic People
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1940), 161.
2. State deployment of physical force inside its territory is controlled by civil law, which may include constitutional law, statutory law enacted by legislative bodies, administrative law adopted by governmental agencies,
and common law based on the decisions of judges. The use of force against other states is controlled by civil
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